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Abstract
In the computational modeling of two-phase flow, many uncertainties are usually faced in simulations and validations with
experiments. This has traditionally made it dicult to provide a general method to predict the two-phase flow characteristics for
any geometry and condition, even for bubbly flow regimes. Thus, we focus our research on studying in depth the bubbly flow
modeling and validation from a critical point of view. The conditions are intentionally limited to scenarios where coalescence
and breakup can be neglected, to concentrate on the study of bubble dynamics and its interaction with the main fluid. This study
required the development of a solver for bubbly flow with higher resolution level than TFM and a new methodology to obtain the
data from the simulation. Part I shows the development of a solver based on the CFD-DEM formulation. The motion of each
bubble is computed individually with this solver and aspects as inhomogeneity, nonlinearity of the interfacial forces, bubble-wall
interactions and turbulence eects in interfacial forces are taken into account. To develop the solver, several features that are not
usually required for traditional CFD-DEM simulations but are relevant for bubbly flow in pipes have been included. Models for the
assignment of void fraction into the grid, seeding of bubbles at the inlet, pressure change influence on the bubble size and turbulence
eects on both phases have been assessed and compared with experiments for an upward vertical pipe scenario. Finally, the bubble
path for bubbles of dierent size have been investigated and the interfacial forces analyzed.
Keywords: CFD-DEM, OpenFOAM R, two-phase flow, bubbly flow, soft-sphere model, continuous random walk model
1. Introduction1
Gas-liquid two-phase flow is present in natural and industrial2
processes of dierent nature as chemical and nuclear reactors,3
oil flow or heat exchangers. Because of the importance predict-4
ing the flow structure using computational methods, two-phase5
flow has been investigated over the years becoming a research6
focus with important strides carried out to date.7
Among the multiple flow configurations or regimes, the bub-8
bly flow is the simplest one. Typically, spherical or ellipsoidal9
bubbles compose the disperse phase moving across the main10
continuous phase. Bubbly flow is one of the most common11
flow regime, existing in industrial systems as it is the case of12
bubble column reactors, aerators or pipeline transport. In ver-13
tical pipes, flow maps are traditionally used to predict the pat-14
terns as a function of superficial velocities or superficial mo-15
mentum flux (Taitel et al., 1980). Bubbly flow is given at low16
gas-liquid superficial velocities according to these maps. How-17
ever, depending on the bubble size at the injection, or the car-18
rier phase solution, the pattern boundaries could change. A19
more general definition of flow regime is given by Besagni20
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et al. (2017); Guédon et al. (2017). Four flow patterns were 21
dierentiated for vertical pipes: homogeneous, heterogeneous, 22
slug or annular flow regime. The bubbly flow term used in the 23
present work meets the homogeneous flow regime definition 24
where noncoalescence-induced bubbles are present. 25
Despite its apparent simplicity, the challenges for modeling 26
bubbly flow in simple geometries are various. The problems 27
for modeling arise mainly from the diculty to obtain univer- 28
sal correlations for the interfacial forces and to predict the tur- 29
bulence eect produced by the bubbles. The breakup and coa- 30
lescence phenomena further complicate the simulation as they 31
strongly influence bubble diameters and void evolution. Also, 32
for wall-bounded flow systems, the wall largely influence the 33
disperse phase, determining the characteristics of the two-phase 34
flow in the whole domain. This influence becomes important in 35
pipes with small diameter compared with large diameter pipes 36
or bubble columns. The turbulence inhomogeneity, the two- 37
phase flow boundary layer eects and the interaction of the bub- 38
bles with the wall are relevant in these systems. 39
All these challenges have a strong impact on the simulation 40
literature. On one hand, there is no general agreement on which 41
correlations should be used, and every work uses a specific set 42
of models and coecients. On the other hand, measurements 43
of two-phase flow variables is also a complex task that needs to 44
be handled from a very critical point of view. In other words, 45
the coecients in the simulations are tuned so the results match 46
as close as possible the data sets with no consideration on the 47
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data reliability.48
Computational simulations employing dierent approaches49
have been used in the past to predict the two-phase flow behav-50
ior at dierent resolution levels. Thus, the literature contains51
various developments at microscopic, mesoscopic and macro-52
scopic levels as Interface capturing or tracking Methods (IM),53
Discrete Element Method (DEM) or Two-Fluid Method (TFM)54
respectively (Ishii and Hibiki, 2006; Prosperetti and Tryggva-55
son, 2007).56
These dierent approaches can be employed to apply dif-57
ferent levels of modeling, to study phenomena at a certain58
length scale (Deen et al., 2004; Gunsing, 2004). Higher res-59
olution level approaches provide generally more confident re-60
sults. Then, they can be suitable for complex scenarios when61
computational requirements allow their use. In addition, the62
same scenario can be simulated with dierent approaches, then63
a multiscale study may reveal useful outcomes to investigate64
interfacial closures. In vertical pipes, little research has been65
done with a higher resolution level approach than TFM. An ex-66
haustive study of bubbly flow in vertical pipes with CFD-DEM67
is of interest for both the simulation of complex problems and68
the multiscale modeling.69
1.1. Bubbly flow and computational methods70
Simulations involving gas-liquid two-phase flow systems71
have been performed in the past trying to reproduce the exper-72
imental results. Most detailed simulation approaches, as IM,73
may resolve the individual bubble interfaces and complex phe-74
nomena as their deformation by fluid forces. To apply these75
approaches to industrial scale systems, is nowadays hardly pos-76
sible as they require excessive computational time and mem-77
ory resources. Thousands or even millions of bubbles may be78
present in these systems.79
For these applications, TFM is often preferred given its re-80
duced computational cost. Several eorts have been done in81
the past to simulate bubble columns (Gupta and Roy, 2013; Pan82
et al., 1999; Pfleger et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 2006) or pipes83
(Hosokawa and Tomiyama, 2009; Krepper et al., 2005; Ekam-84
bara et al., 2008; Peña-Monferrer et al., 2016b) using the TFM.85
From these eorts, it has become apparent the drawbacks86
of these simulations. They are dependent on the set of corre-87
lations used for the interfacial force models and coecients,88
breakup and coalescence and turbulence modeling. These sets89
vary widely among the dierent works. The main reasons for90
these dierences are related to the diculty of modeling two-91
phase flow phenomena with phase average equations. The aver-92
aging of the disperse phase results in loss of valuable informa-93
tion needed to describe complex physical phenomena such as94
bubble swarms interactions and bubble collisions. Then, these95
complex phenomena need to be modeled by using correlations96
that have been proven to work in a reduced set of flow condi-97
tions.98
Even in simple geometries and low void fractions, a complex99
flow behavior, that implies diculties for the modeling, is ob- 100
served. For instance, we show the Video S1 and Video S2. The 101
images are captured with a high speed camera in a vertical pipe 102
of diameter 52 mm at jc=0.5 m/s and jd=0.03 m/s. In these 103
videos we can note, at a first glance, dierent rising velocities 104
of the bubbles. The turbulence eects are noted in the bubble 105
motion producing a lateral movement. Close to the wall bubble 106
bounces are appreciated. As an example, Video S2 shows the 107
rise of some bubbles interacting with the wall. In the images is 108
appreciated how the second bubble pointed out with an arrow 109
collides with the wall. In fact, it is shown how the bubble’s side 110
in contact with the wall is detached and a small oscillation in 111
the bubble’s surface is produced. After that, the bubble moves 112
far from the wall. This eect is mentioned by Alajbegovic et al. 113
(1999), noting that the bubble-wall force would be responsible 114
of moving the bubbles to the flow stream. This behavior is also 115
noted by de Vries (2001). The latter studied the bubble-wall in- 116
teractions demonstrating how a bubble can bounce repeatedly 117
against the wall, or departs away from the wall, depending on 118
the bubble size. These observations indicate that higher resolu- 119
tion level approaches could be useful to investigate the model- 120
ing of these scenarios. 121
At the mesoscopic level, the Lagrangian-Eulerian (LE) for- 122
mulation is a middle option between IM and TFM. It needs less 123
computational cost than IM but fewer assumptions than TFM. 124
The classical LE methods do not resolve the bubble interfaces, 125
but many bubbles can be computed. LE can capture complex 126
physical phenomena such as the nonlinear, multiscale interac- 127
tions and nonequilibrium eects in multiphase flow (Fox, 2012; 128
Subramaniam, 2013). The bubble paths are computed and com- 129
plex phenomena as particle-particle interactions, particle-wall 130
interactions, coalescence or breakup can be better described 131
than with macroscopic models. Using a method relying on a 132
discrete model has the advantage to be able to consider the fol- 133
lowing aspects inherently in the method: 134
a) Inhomogeneity of the disperse phase flow as the motion 135
of each bubble is computed individually. This implies that 136
the nonlinearity of the bubble forces can be accounted for. 137
This is especially important for the lift force, but also for 138
drag or bubble-wall contact forces. 139
b) Interfacial force coecients that were obtained experi- 140
mentally for individual bubbles are applied directly in the 141
simulation. 142
c) Bubble-bubble and bubble-wall interactions can be com- 143
puted in a mechanistic way. This allows the computation 144
of elastic collisions and avoids the need for modeling pa- 145
rameters as the collision frequency. 146




Note that the mentioned above is usually not considered with 149
TFM as the modelling becomes more complex or unfeasible as150
it is not clear nowadays that the required relationships can be151
found. For instance, a simulation of bubbly flow trough a per-152
forated plate with TFM and CFD-DEM approaches was per-153
formed in Peña-Monferrer et al. (2016a) revealing important154
discrepancies between both methods.155
The LE approach started some decades ago as a tool for the156
numerical simulation of sprays (Dukowicz, 1980; O’Rourke,157
1981, 1985). O’Rourke developed a new approach coupling158
the Lagrangian equation of Williams (1958) for the disperse159
phase with an Eulerian description for the continuous phase.160
In their calculations velocity and pressure were obtained by161
means of the Navier-Stokes equations. The motion of each par-162
ticle was solved using the Newton’s second law including the163
particle-particle and particle-wall interactions, coalescence and164
breakup. In addition, a two-way coupling model for particle-165
fluid was developed by Dukowicz to consider the eect of the166
disperse phase into the continuous phase. This method has been167
mainly applied to sprays or particle-laden flows. Further and in168
a lesser extent LE were applied to bubbly flows applications169
(Delnoij et al., 1997; E. Shams et al., 2010; Essa, 2012). The170
reader is referred to Subramaniam (2013) for more in-depth de-171
tails about LE methods.172
Within the LE formulation holds the CFD-DEM method usu-173
ally characterized to consider the elastic collisions of the parti-174
cles based on a soft-sphere model. CFD-DEM model has tra-175
ditionally been applied to dense flow systems (Matuttis et al.,176
2000; Alam and Luding, 2003). However, could result espe-177
cially useful to wall-bounded systems where the particle inter-178
actions play a crucial role as in the two-phase pipe flow inves-179
tigated in this work.180
The CFD-DEM approach has been extensively used to simu-181
late two-phase flow systems as particle-laden flows, but new im-182
provements to develop a new solver are needed to simulate bub-183
bly flows accurately. In bubbly flow there are key dierences184
compared to particle-laden flows that need to be accounted.185
Magnaudet and Eames (2000) noted three important dierences186
that are listed below in words of the author:187
a) “When the liquid is pure enough, it has the possibility to188
slip along the surface of the bubbles, in contrast to the flow189
past rigid bodies where the nonslip conditions is imposed.”190
b) “Owing to the very weak relative density of bubbles com-191
pared to that of the liquid, almost all the inertia is con-192
tained in the liquid, making inertia-induced hydrodynamic193
forces particularly important in the prediction of bubble194
motion.”195
c) “The shape of the bubbles can change with the local hy-196
drodynamics”197
The foregoing has several consequences in the requirements198
of the solver. First, in the computation of the interfacial forces,199
the modeling is more complicated in order to represent the real200
behavior of the bubbles. Second, the coupling between both201
phases including turbulence eects of the bubbles into the liq- 202
uid and vice versa will have a relevant influence into the flow 203
characteristics. Finally, the measurements of the bubble vari- 204
ables are in general more complicated. 205
1.2. Objectives and outline 206
The objective of the present work is to develop a confi- 207
dent solver to predict vertical bubbly flow. A general aim is 208
that the results were accurate for pipes of dierent diameters 209
and flow conditions without needing tuning coecients. The 210
solver relies on the CFD-DEM approach for unresolved par- 211
ticles. This implied that improvements were needed to sim- 212
ulate bubbly flows accurately. In particular, the void fraction 213
calculation on the grid, seeding algorithm, bubble expansion 214
and turbulence eects on both liquid and bubbles. Because of 215
the high importance and complexity of modeling accurately the 216
two-phase flow, we intentionally limited this work to scenarios 217
where the breakup and coalescence eects can be neglected. 218
For instance, from the experimental data analyzed by the cam- 219
era, no evidence of coalescence or breakup was found for this 220
condition. This allows investigating in depth the bubble dynam- 221
ics, and results suitable to interpret more accurately the results 222
and validations. 223
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the ex- 224
perimental facility and measurement techniques. A new exper- 225
iment was performed to obtain complementary data using the 226
experimental facility described in Monrós-Andreu et al. (2013, 227
2017). The main mathematical formulation and methods are 228
described in Section 3. To develop the solver, a CFD-DEM ap- 229
proach for unresolved particles was used to extend its use to 230
bubbly flow. The solver has been developed and implemented 231
in the framework of the open source package OpenFOAM R. Its 232
libraries and methods served as a basis to develop this solver. 233
Section 4 is focused on the methods to assign the volume frac- 234
tion and momentum in the mesh used to solve the liquid phase. 235
An equivolumetric subelement method to improve precision 236
and accuracy is presented. Section 5 deals with the algorithm 237
to seed the bubbles in a circular pipe for a given polydisperse 238
flow. This algorithm allows reproducing experimental condi- 239
tions adequately as air flow rate, BSD, bubble velocity, bubble 240
frequency and void fraction profile. In Section 6, we analyze 241
the eects of the bubble size distributions on the flow behav- 242
ior. First, the assumption of monodispersity and polydispersity 243
is analyzed to study its influence on the computational results. 244
Also, the bubble expansion because of the pressure change as 245
a function of the height was examined, measuring experimen- 246
tally the bubble size at dierent measurement ports. The bub- 247
bles generate random velocity fluctuations in the flow that were 248
modeled in this work using a two-phase flow -" turbulence 249
model. At the same time, the turbulence has an eect on the 250
bubbles motion that was described with a Continuous Random 251
Walk (CRW) model. This was studied in conjunction in Sec- 252
tion 7. Section 8 analyzes the eect of turbulence and bub- 253
ble size on the bubble’s path and the influence of the lateral 254
forces. Finally, Section 9 summarizes the conclusions of this255




2. Description of the experimental data and measurement258
techniques259
To extend the possibilities of validation of the solver, we per-260
formed a new set of experiments to fulfill the following require-261
ments:262
a) The pipe has the necessary length to note the flow charac-263
teristics evolution even under low void fraction conditions.264
b) The data has enough information to test the solver and the265
involved models with high spatial resolution at dierent266
axial locations. The following variables are shown: bub-267
ble velocity, void fraction, interfacial area concentration,268
chord length, Sauter mean diameter, bubble size distribu-269
tion, bubble frequency, missing ration, liquid velocity and270
turbulence.271
c) The probability density function of the variables is avail-272
able.273
d) The data contains error bars to account for accuracy and274
precision through repeated observations which is valuable275
to analyze the computational results.276
This section describes the experimental facility and measure-277
ment techniques used. For further details about the measure-278
ment of liquid and gas phase variables, the reader is referred to279
Part II of this paper (Peña-Monferrer et al., 2017).280
2.1. Experimental facility281
The experimental data is based on the facility described in282
Monrós-Andreu et al. (2013, 2017). The experimental facil-283
ity is located at the Laboratory of Hydraulics of the Universi-284
tat Jaume I. It consists of an upward flow experimental loop285
(Fig. 1) with three axial locations used for the measurements: 286
z/D=22.4, z/D=61.0 and z/D=98.7. 287
The facility has a pipe of diameter 52 mm, length 5500 mm 288
and a sparger to inject the air flow. The sparger (Mott Corp., 289
850 Series) is made of porous 316L stainless steel. Its elements 290
have a 13 mm (1/2 inch) diameter and mean pore size of 10 µm. 291
A centrifugal pump was used to circulate Osmotized water 292
(200-300 µS m 1) stored in a 500 L reservoir tank. The tank is 293
kept at a constant temperature thanks to a heat exchanger. The 294
water flow rate introduced in the system was measured by an 295
electromagnetic flowmeter (M1000, Badger Meter Inc). An air 296
flowmeter controller (EL-FLOW 250 Nlpm, Bronckhorst Hi- 297
Tech) was used to adjust and measure the gas flow rate. 298
2.2. Measurement techniques 299
In addition to the flowmeters, measurement equipment is lo- 300
cated at dierent locations along the pipe. It consists of con- 301
ductivity probes, Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA), pressure 302
transducers and High-Speed Cameras (HSC). A scheme of the 303
test rig is shown in Fig. 2. 304
Four-sensor conductivity probes and Laser Doppler 305
Anemometry (LDA) techniques were adopted to extract 306
information from the air-water flow field. The measurement 307
Figure 1: Experimental facility.

















Figure 2: Experimental configurations of the three two-phase flow systems
used.
system consisted of three mounted four-sensor conductivity 308
probes, mechanical traverses, a measurement circuit, a digital 309
high-speed acquisition board, and the software used for signal 310
processing. The four-sensor conductivity probe was attached 311
to the mechanical traverses mounted on a customized flange. 312
It can be moved along the radial direction of the test section 313
using controlled step motors. The measurement circuit was 314
used to measure the voltage dierence between the exposed 315
tip and the grounded terminal. A high-speed acquisition board 316
(National Instrument Corp., SCXI-1325) and a PC were used 317
to acquire the signals of the four-sensor probe, with a control 318
program developed under the LabView (National Instrument 319
Corp.) software environment. Probe voltage signals were320
simultaneously recorded over 30 seconds at 60 kHz individual321
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probe tip sampling rate (720 kHz total sampling rate consider-322
ing the three sensors). Around 300 to 900 bubbles are detected323
by each probe at the dierent radial positions. To analyze the324
convergence of the average values obtained in the experiments,325
we monitored the time evolution of the average void fraction at326
dierent radial positions.327
To measure the BSD, we located high-speed cameras at bot-328
tom (z/D=22.4) and top (z/D=98.7) ports. Frames of the images329
obtained are shown in Fig. 3.330
Figure 3: Image obtained by the high-speed camera for PW05003 at z/D=22.4
(left) and z/D=98.7 (right).
The images were taken by placing a IDT NX4-S2 high-speed331
camera approximately 1 m away from the test section axis. The332
sensor is a complementary metal-oxide semiconductor matrix333
composed by 1024x1024 pixels able to shot at 2000 fps at full334
resolution (2500 Hz were achieved by choosing a reduced ma-335
trix of 608x784 pixels). The AF-S Nikkor 18-70 mm 1:3.5-4.5336
lens was used as imaging lens. The focal length was set to fit337
the entire width of the test section in the image and the aperture338
stop was fully opened (approximately f4). In this configuration339
a spatial resolution of approximately 9.17 px/mm was measured340
(the dimensions of the immersed conductivity probes served to341
compute the pixel size on the imaging plane). The backlight il-342
lumination was provided by a 5000 lm diusing LED panel (60343
x 60 cm) and the exposure time was set to 398 µs. Note that, in344
order to minimize field distortions due to the cylindrical geom-345
etry of the pipe, a squared methacrylate box filled with water346
was placed surrounding the test section at the imaging location.347
The axis of the camera was aligned orthogonal to one of the348
planar surfaces of the box.349
Nearly 500 bubbles were manually measured for every port350
(Fig. 4). Several points in the bubble borders were selected. An 351
ellipse is fitted to the selected points by using a least-squares 352
algorithm that provides with both axis and orientation angle. 353
The semi-axis are used to obtain the equivalent diameter for 354
each bubble. 355
Figure 4: Example of some processed bubbles in an arbitrary region for an
image frame in the lower measurement port.
Fig. 5 shows the BSD for the top measurement port. The 356
BSD was fitted in the literature for bubbly flow to normal 357
(Laakkonen et al., 2007), log-normal (Lage and Espósito, 1999; 358
Parthasarathy and Ahmed, 1996; Ribeiro Jr. and Lage, 2004; 359
Kazakis et al., 2008; Besagni et al., 2016), or gamma (Lim 360
et al., 1990; Uga, 1972) distributions. For the experiments dealt 361
in this paper, the bubble size data fitted well to a normal distri- 362
bution. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test at 5% significance level363
was applied (p=0.79).364
Figure 5: Bubble size distribution at the top measurement section (CFD outlet).
2.3. Flow conditions and fluid properties365
This experimental facility was used to study in depth the con-366
dition shown in Table 1. Average data is obtained from mea-367
surement under this condition for dierent observations. The368
table shows the superficial gas velocities, the statistical param-369
eters of the BSD at the inlet and the fluid temperature.370
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Table 1: Flow conditions.
jc jd inlet inlet T
(m/s) (m/s) (mm) (mm) [K]
0.5 0.03 2.76 0.64 293.15
3. Mathematical formulation and methods371
In this section we show the main formulation of the solver.372
It starts by introducing the DEM formulation for the disperse373
phase. Then, the Eulerian formulation for the continuous phase374
is summarized. Finally, the numerical methods employed and375
simulation setup are presented.376
3.1. DEM formulation377
The motion of the i-th bubble is computed by integrating the378









fcfi j : (1)
In the left-hand side of this equation, m stands for the bubble380
mass and ub for its instantaneous velocity. The first term on the381
right-hand side stands for the body force or buoyancy force due382
to the influence of the gravitational field on the bubbles:383
fbi = Vb,ig(c   b); (2)
being Vb the bubble volume, g the gravity vector, and c and384
b the carrier phase and bubble density. The bubble volume, is385





The second term in Eq. 1 represents the hydrodynamic forces387
resulting from the liquid-bubble interaction as drag, lift, or vir-388
tual mass forces. The last term considers the collision forces389
between pairs of bubbles or between bubbles and walls. This is390
performed along the range of influence on each bubble with the391
data of bubbles or wall, stored in an interaction list (IL).392
The hydrodynamic forces considered are the drag, lift, virtual393




Vb,icCd;i(uc   ub,i)juc   ub,ij









uc   ub,i2 nw: (4)
In this equation, Cd, Cl, Cv and Cw stand for the drag, lift,395
virtual mass and wall lubrication force coecients. The in-396
stantaneous liquid velocity, uc, used to compute the forces was397
calculated as the sum of the mean liquid velocity, Uc, and the398
fluctuating velocity component, u0c. On the other hand u0c was 399
computed with a Continuous Random Walk (CRW) stochastic 400
model described later in Section 7 together with the turbulence 401
modeling. 402
The contact forces are usually modeled with a soft-sphere 403
model (Cundall and Strack, 1979) consisting of a spring, a dash- 404
pot and a slider. These need to define stiness, as well as damp- 405
ing coecient and friction coecient. In this first approxima- 406
tion, viscous damping and tangential forces were not included 407
in the analysis, so the force is restricted to normal collisions of a 408
spring system. The force according to a linear contact-stiness 409
model gives: 410
fcfi j =  ki ji jnw; (5)
where i j and ki j are the overlapping and stiness respec- 411
tively between two particles or between a particle and the wall. 412


















3.2. Eulerian formulation (CFD) 414
The carrier phase motion is solved by the volume averaged 415
Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible flow including the 416
averaged properties of the disperse phase (disperse-continuous 417
phase interaction and volume fraction). The local averaged 418
continuity and momentum equations are (Kloss et al., 2012; 419
Norouzi et al., 2016b): 420
@
@t




cUc + r  (cUcUc) =  crp + r  (cRc)   Mh; (8)
where p is the density-normalized pressure, Mh is the vol- 422
umetric average of the interfacial forces and c is the carrier 423
phase volume fraction, generated by each bubble along its path 424
on the cell. The method to calculate these coupling terms is 425
described in Section 4. The Reynolds stress, Rc, is defined in 426
Section 7. 427
3.3. Particle force coecients 428
Eq. 6 shows the full force balance onto the i-th bubble. This 429
equation depends on four coecients that need to be specified 430
to solve it. Next, the dierent correlations selected to model the431




3.3.1. Interfacial forces coecients434
The drag coecient of Tomiyama et al. (1998) for an air-435















This results in the drag coecient curve of Fig. 6. The figure437
also shows the BSD at bottom and top ports. In the simula-438
tion, the drag coecient will influence the individual velocity439
of each bubble. According to the nonlinearity of the drag force,440
individual velocity of each bubble will be calculated. Note that441
changes in size from the inlet to the top of the pipe can influ-442
ence variables related with the bubble velocity as the volume443
fraction.444
Figure 6: Drag coecient and bubble size distribution at bottom and top ports.
The previous drag coecient was obtained for experiments445
performed in a stagnant liquid. In the literature an increase446
on the drag coecient as a function of the strain rate, Sr,447
was reported (Legendre and Magnaudet, 1998; Magnaudet and448
Eames, 2000; Sugioka and Komori, 2009). The relation found449
by Legendre and Magnaudet (1998) is used to describe the drag450
force:451




where G is the magnitude of the carrier phase velocity gradi-452
ent.453
The lift coecient of Tomiyama et al. (2002) was used to454
consider the influence of the shear rate for the dierent bubble455








fl 4  Eod  10
 0:29 Eod > 10
; (11)
and457
fl = 0:00105Eo3d   0:0159Eo
2
d   0:0204Eod + 0:474; (12)
where Eod is a modified Eötvös number with characteristic 458
length the maximum horizontal dimension of the bubble. It is 459
estimated in Tomiyama et al. (2002) using the empirical corre- 460
lation for the aspect ratio of Wellek et al. (1966). In the litera- 461
ture, recent studies (Cai et al., 2010; Legendre et al., 2012) and 462
dierent correlations (Yamoah et al., 2015; Besagni and Inzoli, 463
2016) related with the aspect ratio of bubbles can be found. The 464
latter two correlations and the Wellek’s one give positive values 465
for the lift coecients for the BSD of this work. In this study 466
the Wellek’s correlation is used, the lift coecient related with 467
the BSD is shown in Fig 7. 468
Figure 7: Lift coecient and bubble size distribution at bottom and top ports.
The wall lubrication force (Antal et al., 1991) is a hydrody- 469
namic force usually taken into account to simulate two-phase 470
flow in pipes. This force reflects the drainage of the fluid around 471
the bubble and represents the force that the liquid drainage 472
around a bubble moving near a wall has on the bubble. A two- 473
dimensional solution was derived for flow between a cylinder 474
and a wall by Antal et al. (1991). The constants obtained in 475
this work were evaluated by a 3D DNS of viscous flow past 476
a single bubble with uniform velocity using PHOENICS code. 477
The simulations were done for two relative velocities (0.1 and 478








where y is the distance of the bubble center to the wall. The 480
fitting coecients can be expressed as:481
Cw1 =  0:06
uc   ub,i   0:014; (14)
and482
Cw2 = 0:147: (15)
In Fig. 8 we show this coecient for three dierent bubble483
diameters. In the figure, the dots show where the distance to the484
wall is equivalent to the bubble radius. This point represents the485
limit where the bubble is in contact with the wall. Dashed lines486
are plotted for distances to the wall to the left of this point. As487
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we use a discrete element method, the bubble center is deter-488
mined mainly by the bubble-wall contact fore, then the coe-489
cient would fall around the range represented by the solid lines.490
Note, that if the same model is applied for TFM this may result491
in an overestimated force.492
Figure 8: Wall lubrication force coecient for three dierent bubble diameters
assuming a relative velocity of 0:2 m s 1.
Finally, applying potential flow theory to flow around a493
spherical bubble in an infinite medium gives a value of 0.5 for494
CV according to Lamb (1895); Auton et al. (1988); Drew and495
Lahey (1987).496
We summarize the dierent interfacial forces models used in 497
this work in Table 2. 498
Table 2: Coecients for interfacial force closures.
Drag force Tomiyama et al. (1998)
Lift force Tomiyama et al. (2002)
Virtual mass force Drew and Lahey (1987)
Wall lubrication force Antal et al. (1991)
3.3.2. Stiness coecient 499
The stiness of the bubbles were determined as a function of 500
the surface area increase due to the bubble deformation. As- 501
suming that in the deformation the bubble conserves the vol- 502
ume, the surface energy changes because of surface deforma- 503
tion, A, for a given surface tension, . To calculate the sti- 504
ness it is assumed that the bubbles have a spherical shape unless 505
they are colliding. Once they collide, their shape deforms to an 506
oblate spheroid with its minor-axis along the collision direction 507
(see Fig. 9). 508
We assume that a and b are the semi-minor axis and semi- 509
major axis of the i-th and j-th bubbles. The bubble deformation 510
is accounted for by the normal overlapping defined as: 511
i j = 0:5(db;i + db; j)   li j; (16)
where li j is the distance between the bubble centers. The 512


















Combining the works done by the bubble deformation and 515
the spring system (Eq. 5) it results: 516
Z i j
0
ki ji jdi j = (Ai + A j) (17)
Thus, the stiness between the two bubbles can be calculated 517
as: 518
ki j =
2(Ai + A j)
2i j
(18)
The value of ki j is calculated dynamically for each bubble 519
movement if the bubble is interacting with other bubbles or 520
walls. The wall is considered as a rigid body, j index is re- 521
placed by w in the above equations for solving the overlapping 522
of the bubbles with the wall. 523
3.4. Numerical methods and simulation set up 524
A CFD-DEM solver to simulate bubbly flow was developed 525
using the OpenFOAM R tools and methods. As a starting point 526
the Lagrangian libraries of OpenFOAM R (mainly the basic and 527
intermediate) are considered to create a new bubblyFlow library 528
and a new bubbleCFDEM solver. It started from the version 529
2.3.x and incorporates the improvements from subsequent ver- 530
sions. The OpenFOAM’s modular structure was followed to 531
allow future contributions of submodels and methods. 532
The solution procedure consists on solving the CFD and 533
DEM parts explicitly. Thus, the pressure-velocity calculation 534
procedure for the Navier-Stokes equations is solved first. Then 535
the bubbles are tracked during a given number of subcycles un- 536
til the Eulerian time step, t, is reached. During the tracking, in 537
each substep, u0c is computed from the CRW stochastic model. 538
Uc is updated according to the interpolated values at the current 539
position of the bubble to obtain uc= Uc+ u0c, needed to calcu- 540
late the hydrodynamic forces and the new bubble velocity. The 541
coupling terms are calculated averaged on time during the path 542
to provide Mh and c to solve pressure and velocity in the next 543
steps. In each substep the bubble radius Rb is updated to con- 544
sider the bubble size changes due to the pressure according to 545
Eq. 27 a simplified model. 546
Eq. 8 and Eq. 7 were solved with the Pressure-Implicit with 547
Splitting of Operators (PISO) algorithm (Issa, 1986) includ- 548
ing the volume fraction and momentum exchange. Eq. 28 and549
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Eq. 30 defining the turbulence model are incorporated in the550
algorithm and will be discussed later.551
A modified version of the tracking algorithm of Macpherson552
et al. (2009) was developed and implemented in the solver to553
incorporate the modifications described in this work. A second-554
order leapfrog integrator was used to numerically solve Eq. 6,555
alternating a linear move and collision in time. This integrator556
is symplectic and the energy error remains bounded for su-557
ciently small time steps. The collisions are performed using the558
Arbitrary Interaction Cells Algorithm (AICA) already imple-559
mented in OpenFOAM R (Macpherson and Reese, 2008). With560
this algorithm the particle-particle and particle-wall interactions561
are evaluated for the bubbles in the given referred cells. The562
referred cells are defined at the beginning of the simulation ac-563
cording to a specified rcut value, larger than the maximum bub-564
ble radius expected. The soft-sphere model is then applied for565
the bubbles that are overlapping.566
The pipe length between bottom and top measurement ports567
is considered for the model. The mesh was created by the568
blockMesh tool of OpenFOAM R, resulting in an unstructured569
hexahedral mesh with an O-grid structure. The mesh is defined570
by an axial mesh size of 1.5 times the maximum bubble diam-571
eter considered. The number of elements of the mesh results in572
209280. The mesh is shown in Fig. 10. Appendix A shows a573
mesh sensitivity study in which the mesh density is examined574
with three configurations.575
Figure 10: Cross-section mesh view.
The time step for this simulation is defined according to the576
restrictions of both phases. For the continuous phase, a low577
Courant number must be fixed to guarantee stability, especially578
for a transient simulation and although an implicit solver is used579
(Jasak, 1996; Norouzi et al., 2016d). The value of t selected580
for the simulation is fixed to a value of 7:5  10 4 s giving a581
maximum Courant number of around 0.2.582
The time step for the DEM part is given by the specified num- 583
ber of subcycles. It has to be smaller than the particle response 584
time to be able to capture the changes in the local flow velocity 585
(Crowe, 2006; Dehbi, 2008; Norouzi et al., 2016d). In addi- 586
tion, the time step should be suciently small to capture the 587
bubble collision interaction to avoid inaccurate or unstable sim- 588
ulations. This is usually related to the oscillation period of the 589




At least one-tenth of this value is required for the time step 591
for integrating the equations of motion (Tsuji et al., 1993; 592
Norouzi et al., 2016c). As the stiness is computed dynam- 593
ically for the bubbles we need to define a suciently small 594
timestep. Accordingly, a value of 10 subcycles results in a time 595
step of 7:5  10 5 s satisfying this criteria. 596
The simulation was run until a total time of 35 s was reached. 597
The averaging of the results starts after the first 5 s to obtain the 598
averaging over 30 s as in the real experiments. The simulation 599
was run with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2450 @2.10GHz 600
using a single processor, requiring a wall-clock time of around 601
15 days. 602
The boundary conditions used in the simulations are listed 603
in Table 3. The inlet boundary condition established as a fixed 604
value has the experimental profile values obtained at the mea- 605
surement port z/D=22.4. 606
Table 3: Boundary conditions for inlet, outlet and wall patches.
Variable Inlet Outlet Wall
Uc Dirichlet Neumann No-slip
p Neumann Dirichlet Neumann
c Dirichlet Neumann wall functiony
"c Dirichlet Neumann wall function
t;c - - wall function
* zero gradient
y Troshko and Hassan (2001a,b)
4. Void fraction and momentum exchange assignment 607
The bubble volume and momentum exchange assignment is 608
important for the coupling between the phases as determines the 609
velocity-pressure results and the solver stability. Furthermore, 610
it determines the local values of the bubble forces. Therefore, 611
an ecient consideration of the local void fraction and momen- 612
tum exchange becomes mandatory. 613
From the pioneering work of Crowe et al. (1977) who ac- 614
counted for the mass, momentum, and energy coupling between 615
phases through the Particle-Source-In Cell (PSI) model, sev- 616
eral methods have been proposed. According to Norouzi et al. 617
(2016d) the void fraction, and therefore the momentum term, in 618
a cell can be calculated by exact analytical (Wu et al., 2009b; 619
Peng et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2009a) or approximate nonana- 620
lytical methods. Among the second type, they can be clas- 621
sified as Particle Center Method (PCM) (Xu and Yu, 1997), 622
porous cubes (Deen et al., 2004; Link et al., 2005), statistical 623
approaches (Xiao and Sun, 2011), subelement (Gui et al., 2008; 624
Hilton et al., 2010; Norouzi et al., 2016a) and spherical control 625
volume (Kuang et al., 2008). The first type of methods has the626
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advantage of being accurate but hardly suitable for non-regular627
meshes. Therefore, the nonanalytical approach would be most628
eective for this case. These techniques usually gives satisfac-629
tory results at the expense of computational time.630
The algorithm shown in Vaidya et al. (2006); Macpherson631
et al. (2009) is implemented in OpenFOAM R to track particles632
along the cells. The motion was done for unstructured, arbi-633
trary polyhedral meshes leading with 3D meshes of complex634
geometries. The assignment of void fraction and momentum635
exchange during the tracking is based on the PCM. This gives636
satisfactory results for scenarios where the cell volumes are reg-637
ular and much larger than the volume occupied by the particles.638
In the PCM method all the bubble volume is assigned to the cell639
where the particle center is located. As reported by Peng et al.640
(2014) it may lead to an error up to 50% when the particle cen-641
ter is near the cell boundaries or to numerical instabilities due642
to dramatic changes in void fraction. The subelement method643
is used to improve precision and accuracy. Dividing the parti-644
cle in a given number of elements each subelement contributes645
its volume to the cell where the subelement center is located646
during its path.647
4.1. Description of the new equivolumetric subelement method648
Similarly to the subelement method, we have developed649
an equivolumetric subelement method to track a fixed num-650
ber of representative volumes or subelements of each bubble.651
To produce an optimal distribution we divide the sphere with 652
the equivolumetric partitioning algorithm defined in Yang and 653
Chen (2006). The method is performed in three main steps. 654
First, an initial division of the sphere into two solid hemispheres 655
is performed. Later each semi-sphere is divided into n hemi- 656
spherical shells of equal thickness r=rb=n (note the first shell 657
results in a small hemisphere). Finally, in the last step, the ba- 658
sic elements are generated from the hemispherical shells. An 659
example of the i-th shell partitioning is shown for a radius  in 660
Fig. 11. 661
Figure 11: Equivolumetric and uniform convergent partition of hemispherical
shell Yang and Chen (2006).
The i-th shell is sliced into i polar divisions, and labeled by 662
index j=1,2,...,i. Then every polar slice is cut into pieces given 663
by k=1,2,...,6(j-1). According to this method, a sphere is parti- 664
tioned exactly into a 2n3 cuts of equivalent volume depending 665
on the number of n shells specified for each sphere. 666
The angles i j and i jk described in Fig. 11 determine the 667
polar and azimuthal coordinates of the resulting cuts: 668
i jk =
2k
6( j   1)
(20)
i j = cos 1
 
3(i   j)(i + j   1)
1 + 3i(i   1)
!
(21)
To apply this equivolumetric partition of the bubble to the 669
simulation, the bubbles are divided dynamically when they are 670
seeded. A common r is fixed for all the bubbles and the bub- 671
bles are partitioned according to the number of shells obtained 672
(n=Rb=r) and applying a ceiling function (next largest integer). 673
Figure 12 shows an example for a bubble of 2.5 mm radius di- 674
vided by 3 shells. The residence time of each element in the 675
cells is computed to determine the contribution of momentum 676




Figure 12: Views of the equivolumetric partition for a bubble of diameter 2.5
mm.
Considering that many bubbles may be present in a cell, the 678












where Vcell is the cell volume, Nb the number of bubbles en- 681
tirely or partialy in the cell, Ncs;i the number of subelements 682
belonging to the i-th bubble inside the cell, and Ns;i the number683
of subelements that compose the i-th bubble.684
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The carrier phase volume fraction is calculated in the same685
way as:686










4.2. Validation and convergence study687
To be valid, in the unresolved CFD-DEM method the volume688
cell must be larger than that of the particles. The cases under689
investigation in the present work are highly restrictive accord-690
ing to the diameter pipe and bubble size. This means that the691
mesh size should be suciently small to capture the hydrody-692
namics on the pipe and suciently large to satisfy the require-693
ments of the method. Employing the r parameter defined be-694
fore, we studied the maximum ratio of total volume occupied695
by the bubbles and volume cell (or void fraction) obtained at696
each time step. This suggest the worst-case scenario where,697
for instance, the smallest cell volume concurs with the biggest698
bubble. This has been checked for the three conditions shown699
in this paper. Figure 13 shows the probability density function700
of the maximum local void fraction for dierent values of r.701
Figure 13: Maximum local void fraction among the time steps for dierent r
values.
The results suggest that the maximum local void fraction de- 702
crease as the value of r is decreased, until reaching minimum 703
values. For r=1.8 mm, maximum void fraction values above 704
1 were obtained in the domain. In fact, this caused conver- 705
gence problems stopping the simulation. This was observed for 706
other tests of r from this value. We also analyzed the special 707
situation where r is suciently large to result in only a subele- 708
ment per bubble, which would be equivalent to a PCM method. 709
These simulations stopped earlier and stability problems related 710
to the unrealistic changes in time of local void fractions were 711
detected. In contrast, small values of r results in greater num- 712
ber of subelements. This allows a more accurate assignment 713
of bubble volume into the cells, improving the convergence and 714
the accuracy of the pressure and velocity fields calculation. The 715
wall-clock time for r=0.3 mm was around four times higher 716
than for r=0.6 mm. Note that the number of elements increase 717
cubically with r. Then, a value of r=0.6 mm was used for 718
convenience for this simulation, as it gives a good balance be- 719
tween computational time and performance. 720
To verify the void fraction assignment method, we com- 721
pare the time-averaged values of the cell interpolated values 722
with the void fraction at probe locations as the latter are mesh- 723
independent (Fig. 14). The figure shows a good agreement be- 724
tween the local definition of void fraction with the values ob- 725
tained from the contribution of the bubbles into the grid. 726
Figure 14: Cell interpolated values of void fraction for r=0.6 mm compared
with void fraction at probe points.
5. Seeding model and fluid flow influence 727
The position in which the bubbles are injected in the domain 728
determines the disperse phase evolution because of the local 729
momentum exchange from the bubbles to the fluid. In fact, the 730
void fraction and bubble density radial profiles should be in ac- 731
cordance to the experiments at the inlet. In the present simula- 732
tions the bubbles seeding over time must be done under these 733
time-averaged values constraints. In this section we propose 734
an algorithm for the random-polydisperse seeding of bubbles in 735
circular pipes. This accomplishes with the statistical properties 736
of given BSD, void fraction and bubble frequency profiles. This 737
algorithm can be easily extended to include more constraints if 738
needed. 739
To show the strength of the proposed algorithm, we make use 740
of it to study the eects of bubble seeding distribution on flow 741
evolution. Thus, the flow characteristics and evolution have 742
been examined when using three dierent seeding patterns. In 743
addition to the pattern with a profile from the bubble frequency 744
of the experiments, a uniform distribution, and random radius 745
and polar angle will be studied (see Fig. 15). 746
5.1. Seeding algorithm to seed the bubbles 747
A circular section of radius Rp in polar coordinates with r 748
(radial coordinate) and  (angular coordinate) is considered. A 749
uniform distribution of seeding points over [0,Rp] and [0,2] 750
respectively, would give an accumulation of bubbles near the 751
center as the area is proportional to the squared distance of r 752
to the center. To get an area-uniform random distribution, the 753
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(a) Random r and  (b) Unfiformly distributed (c) Profile from experiments
Figure 15: Injection patterns considered. Bubbles at injection during 1 s with a sampling period of 0.075 s.
probability density function of the random variable should be 754
f (r) = 2r=R2p. Instead of a uniform distribution, it is more con-755
venient to seed the bubbles according to a given radial condi-756
tion. For a given experimental sample of bubbles, if we know757
the radial distribution of bubbles detected per unit time the758
probability density function can be expressed as:759




Based on f (r) we developed the algorithm shown in Fig. 16 760
to seed the bubbles in the system following a BSD in a cor- 761
responding polar position vector r with random radial, r, and 762
angular, , positions. 763
This algorithm provides the seeding of bubbles during a 764
given seeding time ti. An average time step volume, Vi, is de- 765
fined at the beginning of the simulation from a given air volu- 766
metric flow rate, Qg, and t. A volume Vt is calculated at each 767
Eulerian time step. Bubbles with a size from a given BSD are 768
consecutively generated until the total volume of these bubbles 769
reach Vt. A deviation between Vi and Vt is expected as each 770
bubble size is obtained randomly from the BSD. Then, the vol- 771
ume Vt doesn’t match Vi accurately, especially for low time 772
steps. A correction variable, dV, is introduced in the algorithm 773
to store the exceeding or missing volume for a given time step, 774
to correct Vt in the next time step. 775
The radial coordinate is randomly obtained from the defined 776
f (r), while the angular one is randomly uniformly distributed. 777
The geometrical constraints of the bubble sizes and the pipe 778
wall are considered in order to avoid unrealistic overlapping 779
between two bubbles or with the wall. Each time-step a bubble780
can be discarded if overlaps another bubble previously seeded781
close to it. In order to speed up the algorithm, an iterative pro-782
cess to try the seeding at dierent random azimuthal positions783
for a given radial position is performed until a maximum num-784
ber of tries (iMax), predefined by the user.785
The discarded bubbles are stored in a list to try its seeding in786
the next time step. This step is necessary to keep the statistic787
consistent over time. Position and diameters are stored in a788
data list where the First-In, First-Out (FIFO) rule is applied to789
Time-step volume exceeded, Vt < 0?
Select a ξr from the CDF of f (r)




ξr = Rp −Rb
Overlaping with other bubble? i < iMax?
i=0
i++
Calculate the bubble volume, Vb
Assign the volume to inject in this time step, Vt = Vi +dV
dV = 0
Assign the time step volume to inject, Vi = Qg∆t
Select a random ξθ , r(ξr,ξθ )
Wall overlaping?
Vt = Vt −Vb
Vt/Vb > rand(0,1)?































Figure 16: Seeding algorithm diagram.
try first the seed of the oldest bubbles in the list. In Fig. 16, the790
index n refers to the tail of the list and the index 0 to the head.791
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5.2. Boundary conditions and flow influence of the seeding pat-792
terns793
In this subsection we analyze the use of the seeding algo-794
rithm. The bubbles are introduced in the system according to795
the experimental data specified by the air flow rate. To check796
the injected volume, we show in Fig. 17 the superficial gas ve-797
locity over time.798
Figure 17: Superficial gas velocity at inlet in the simulation compared with the
target value jg=0:03 m s 1.
The inlet superficial gas velocity in the simulation was calcu-799
lated from the volume injected at each Eulerian time step. This800
is compared with the target value specified in the experiments801
from the air flowmeter. The average of the time step values ver-802
ifies that the seeding process in the simulation was performed803
properly.804
Furthermore, a deviation is expected in the experiments be- 805
tween the air flow rate given by the flowmeter and the measured 806
by the probes. This should be considered when analyzing the 807
computational results. The air flow rate measured at the probes, 808
QNPS , is compared with air flow rate given by the flowmeter, 809
QFM . Note that the former is obtained from the cross-sectional 810
averaged d and Vz. The resulting value of QNPS is around 7% 811
lower than QFM . This value is in accordance to the findings of 812
Barrau et al. (1999) who noticed errors around -0.8 and -16% 813
compared with the flowmeter reference measurements. This er- 814
rors were attributed to the bubble-probe interaction. The choice 815
of QFM as the boundary condition for the simulation provides a 816
more accurate gas flow rate in the system. It is needed to prop- 817
erly account for the coupling eects aecting to the velocity 818
and turbulence liquid phase and indirectly to the disperse phase. 819
However, the comparison of the resulting void fraction profiles 820
will show discrepancies that are given for the uncertainties of 821
the measurements. 822
The data measured at z/D=22.4 is considered for the inlet 823
of our simulation, so the experimental measures of n f are used 824
to estimate f (r). In Fig. 18 we compare the experimental data 825
and the results of the simulation immediately after the seeding. 826
The comparison for n f and d profiles shows that the seeding 827
was performed representing properly the experimental data pro-828
vided. Higher void fraction profiles are appreciated because of829
the dierences between QNPS and QFM .830
Figure 18: Radial profiles at the simulation inlet to test the seeding algorithm.
The three seeding patterns shown in Fig. 15 were used to831
analyze the axial evolution of the carrier phase velocity and832
void fraction at the center of the pipe (r/R=0) and near the wall833
(r/R=0.94). In Fig. 19 we note how the velocity is aected by834
the bubbles as expected, especially for the random r and  posi-835
tion pattern.836
The simulations show that depending on the seeding pattern,837
the evolution of the flow is dierent. The influence of the seed-838
ing is smoothed as the flow advances and eventually lost after839
a certain evolution distance for this case. For this particular840
experimental facility, the mid-port location is set at z/D=61.0,841
so for the validation at this height the results of the simula-842
tion would not depend on the seeding. There may be situations843
where the seeding has a strong impact when performing an ex-844
perimental validation of the solver. This will depend on the845
gas and liquid velocities and the height where the validation is846
performed. If the comparison with experiments is done at a dis-847
tance close to the inlet, important discrepancies can be found.848
However, it may not be known in advance the flow evolution for849
any flow condition or configuration. Then, the validation could850
be aected by the inlet. Also, note that for simulations with851
coalescence or breakup it could lead to dierent axial evolution852
as an inaccurate seeding algorithm would lead to unrealistic co-853
alescence and breakup rates. The proposed algorithm provides854
a generic injection for a nonuniform size inlet to represent the855
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Figure 19: Axial evolution of void fraction and carrier phase velocity at several
radial locations according to the dierent seeding patterns analyzed.
same conditions of the experiments.856
6. Bubble size distribution and axial evolution857
According to the particle size, a disperse multiphase flow can 858
be classified as monodisperse (uniform size) or polydisperse 859
(nonuniform size) flow. In many simulations we can assume the 860
bubble size is uniform either because the dispersion of the BSD 861
is small enough, or because to assume monodispersity does not 862
compromise the quality of the results. But in general, flow char- 863
acteristics depend on BSD polydisperse nature so it must be 864
included for detailed and accurate simulations. 865
In bubbly flows the bubble size is an important parameter to 866
predict the flow characteristics, and is needed to adequately de- 867
scribe the size distribution in space and time. To predict the 868
axial evolution of bubbly flow we must consider the pressure 869
changes along the pipe having a significant influence on bub- 870
ble size and bubble volume. The axial evolution of the pres- 871
sure for the PW05003 scenario is shown in Fig. 20 to show this 872
change. The simulation was compared with the experiments to 873
ensure that the pressure values are accurate to apply an expan- 874
sion model. 875
Figure 20: Axial evolution of cross-section average pressure.
6.1. Simplified model for bubble expansion 876
To model the gas decompression, the radius is updated each 877
time step during the tracking. The volume increase and the ra- 878
dius, can be estimated based on the Young-Laplace equation879
and the ideal gas law. The Young-Laplace equation defines the880
pressure inside a gas bubble, pb, assuming it remains mechani-881
cally stable as:882




being pH the hydrostatic absolute pressure computed from883
the pressure field p:884
pH = patm + c p + ccgh; (26)
where h is the height of fluid column. Assuming an isother-885
mal expansion and introducing the ideal gas law, one can obtain886
the following relationship, between the bubble radius at current887
time step, rb,t, and the bubble radius at previous time step, rb,t-1:888









6.2. Axial evolution study and validation889
To assess and validate the model, we show first in Fig. 21 the890
axial evolution of the BSD, comparing the equivalent diameter891
at z/D=22.4 and z/D=98.7.892
The measured BSD shows the expected bubble size expan-893
sion with height. In the simulation, the BSD was extracted894
from the total bubbles in the system at a given height. Bub-895
ble size distribution at the two given heights are similar as the896
measured.897
The significant changes in volume and bubble size may in-898
fluence on the bubble evolution along the pipe. For the sake of899
argument, we examine in (see Fig. 22) the void fraction radial900
profiles at the top measurement port for the following three sce-901
narios: a) an inlet uniform size with a mean diameter equivalent902
to the mean of the distribution, b) an inlet uniform size that in-903
cludes the bubble expansion and c) a polydisperse flow with the904
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Figure 21: Bubble size distributions for experiments and simulations. Statisti-
cal parameters of the distribution are shown for the experiments and mean and
standard deviation of the sample for the simulation.
95% of the bubble sizes considered from the experimental size905
distribution at z/D=22.4, including in like manner, the bubble906
expansion..907
Figure 22: Disperse phase void fraction at z/D=98.7 for PW05003 comparing
three cases: polydisperse with expansion (95% of the bubble sizes of the BSD),
inlet uniform size with expansion (mean size of the BSD) and monodisperse
(mean size of the BSD).
Note that the monodisperse case underpredicts the void frac- 908
tion as shown in the figure as the bubble expansion can not be 909
considered to preserve the monodisperse constraint. The dier- 910
ence between the polydisperse and the inlet uniform size reveal 911
significant discrepancies on the void fraction close to the wall. 912
This can be attributed to dierences in force balances, interac- 913
tions with the wall and contributions of volume in space from 914
dierent bubble sizes. In addition to the void fraction, the ef- 915
fect of the polydispersity on other variables (e.g. bubble fre- 916
quency, interfacial area concentration, chord lengths or Sauter 917
mean diameter) result more significant and may lead to a mis- 918
taken interpretation of the validation. Therefore, the flow must 919
be considered as polydisperse for an accurate comparison, even 920
if coalescence or breakup are negligible. 921
7. Bubble dispersion and pseudoturbulence 922
7.1. Carrier phase turbulence model 923
The bubbles motion produces random velocity fluctuations 924
along their trajectories in the carrier phase. This can be con- 925
sidered as a pseudoturbulence according to van Wijngaarden 926
(1998) and means an increase of turbulent velocity fluctuations 927
because of the pass of bubbles. This produces an excess en- 928
ergy that needs to be considered in the turbulence models. A 929
-" turbulence model for gas-liquid two-phase flow similar to 930
Kataoka and Serizawa (1989); Morel (1997); Troshko and Has- 931
san (2001a) is used in this work. According to these models 932
the interfacial eects are considered explicitly in the transport 933
equations for these turbulent variables. The total mixture tur- 934
bulent kinetic energy is obtained by the summation of the k- 935
equation and considering the gas-phase turbulence negligible 936
compared with the liquid-phase turbulence (Kataoka and Ser- 937
izawa (1989)). The following equation is obtained for : 938
@
@t










+ cRc : (rUc)   cc
  Mh(Ud   Uc)   (pd   pc)
d
t
   aI ; (28)
where t;c is the eddy viscosity, "c is the turbulent dissipation939
rate, and   is the rate of change of interfacial area.940
The turbulent Reynolds stress is defined as Serizawa et al.941
(1975); Troshko and Hassan (2001a):942
Rc = t;c
 









The three last terms in the RHS of Eq. 28 are related to the943
interfacial eects on the turbulence kinetic energy. In partic-944
ular the last two terms are included to be consistent with the945
expansion of the bubble described previously.946
The turbulent dissipation rate equation used is based on the947
Kolmogorov’s hypothesis (Pope, 2000). The production and948
dissipation rates of c are considered proportional to the pro-949
duction and dissipation rates of c with a factor of !c="c=c950
according to Launder and Spalding (1974). Conversely, the de-951
struction of the turbulence produced by the interfacial eects952
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must be related to the characteristic time scale of the pseudotur-953
bulence produced by the bubbles (Lopez de Bertodano, 1998;954
Troshko and Hassan, 2001a) with a dissipation frequency !d955


























where C";1, C";2 and " are defined as in Launder and Spald-958
ing (1974); Troshko and Hassan (2001a). The dissipation fre-959
quency of the production terms produced by the bubbles, !d,960
was modeled in this work as suggested by Morel (1997) (see961
Eq. 31). This is based on the relation of proportionality be-962
tween interfacial turbulence production and dissipation of El-963
ghobashi and Abou-Arab (1983) and defining the characteris-964
tic time  with the diameter of the bubble as the length scale965
(Morel, 1997; Yao and Morel, 2004). Note that in our simula-966
tions the characteristic time can be defined, for accuracy, with967
the actual bubble diameter and not the Sauter mean diameter as968










The constant C";3 was set to 1.0 in Yao and Morel (2004) for970
adiabatic scenarios similar to the ones studied in this paper.971
Finally, the law of the wall of Troshko and Hassan (2001a,b)972
for two-phase turbulent boundary layers was implemented in973
the solver to obtain a more accurate description of the turbu-974
lence near the wall.975
7.2. Bubble dispersion model976
On the other hand, when using a RANS turbulence model,977
the average velocity Uc is solved. To calculate adequately the978
forces including the liquid-phase turbulence eect, the instan-979
taneous carrier phase velocity seen by the bubbles is modeled.980
The fluctuating velocity component u0c has been modeled in the981
past using Discrete Random Walk (DRW) (Buwa et al. (2006);982
Gosman and Loannides (1983)) and continuous random walk983
(CRW) (Thomson (1987)) stochastic models. The latter solves984
the Langevin equation and provides a more accurate solution985
of the particle path than DRW. It should be noted that Large986
Eddy Simulation (LES) could be used, in principle, to model 987
the turbulence and compute the velocity fluctuations. To apply 988
these models implies notable grid restrictions that are inconsis- 989
tent with the unresolved CFD-DEM approach for the conditions 990
of this work. Then, we use the two-equation turbulence for sim- 991
plicity and to reduce the computational costs. 992
The velocity fluctuations can be obtained directly for ho- 993
mogeneous turbulence through a Markov chain based on the 994
Langevin equation. In wall-bounded flows, the turbulence is 995
expected to be inhomogeneous. Wilson et al. (1981); Iliopoulos 996
and Hanratty (1999) proposed a normalized Langevin equation 997
to consider the inhomogeneous turbulence. In addition, a drift 998
correction was included to consider in the Markov chain the 999
inhomogeneity and to avoid non-physical diusion (MacInnes 1000
and Bracco, 1992; Bocksell and Loth, 2006). For instance, it 1001
provides that tracer particles will follow streamlines on average 1002
(Dehbi, 2008), but particles with a large Stokes number will 1003
have little influence from the fluid motion. 1004
The normalized Langevin equation for isotropic inhomoge- 1005
neous turbulence can be expressed as Dehbi (2008) to get the u0c 1006
for each bubble during the time. In this work the drift correc- 1007






















where d is a succession of uncorrelated Gaussian random 1010
numbers with zero mean and variance dt for each direction. 1011
From the definition of mean kinetic energy of the turbulence1012
and for isotropic turbulence (Pope, 2000):1013





7.3. Validation of the turbulence and dispersion models and in-1014
fluence on the results1015
Finally, we analyze the eects of both, CRW and two-phase1016
flow turbulence model on the liquid instantaneous velocity and1017
on the disperse phase characteristics.1018
Figure 23 shows the instantaneous liquid velocity uc obtained1019
with the LDA at z/D=98.7 and r/R=0 and the computational1020
results. In the simulation, the bubbles passing by a location1021
coincident with the LDA measurement location are selected to1022
show uc.1023
The bubble velocity distribution was analyzed at the same1024
position (z/D=98.7 and r/R=0) in Fig. 24. When no CRW is1025
included (top figure), the bubble velocity distribution is domi-1026
nated by the drag correlation. Then, the dierent velocities are1027
explained mainly by the dierent bubble sizes. This results in a 1028
clear underprediction in the bubble velocity fluctuations. When 1029
the CRW is included (middle figure), the bubble velocity dis- 1030
tribution is clearly wider and looks similar to the experimental 1031
one (bottom figure). 1032
The turbulence eects on the void fraction are analyzed. We 1033
consider dierent combinations neglecting the CRW and the 1034
turbulence produced by the bubbles (BPT). When the CRW is 1035
not considered we assume uc=Uc, and to neglect the BPT we 1036
cancel the last three terms in Eq. 28 and Eq. 30. These tests 1037
are shown in Fig. 25 . The CRW model has a major impact 1038
for the time-averaged void fraction profiles, noting a clear ef- 1039
fect near the wall. When the liquid velocity fluctuations were 1040
not considered, the void fraction peak was further accentuated 1041
and minimum values were found close to this area. In contrast, 1042
using the dispersion model and a turbulence model considering 1043
the bubbles eects, a more accurate profile can be obtained. 1044
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Figure 23: Experimental and computed axial instantaneous carrier phase veloc-
ity.
8. Bubble path, interfacial and contact forces 1045
We analyze in this section the path followed by the bubbles, 1046
the bubble forces and the turbulence influence to gain a deeper 1047
insight into the eects that determine the void fraction profile. 1048
In a turbulent flow, the fluctuating component of the car- 1049
rier phase velocity has an influence in the force acting on a1050
bubble. Essentially they are captured in turbulent eddies and1051
moved with it. Usually, the turbulence eect on the interfa-1052
cial forces are neglected in TFM or are only considered in the1053
drag through the turbulent dispersion force (Lopez de Berto-1054
dano, 1992; Burns et al., 2004). The influence of the turbulence1055
on the interfacial forces was evaluated by Behzadi et al. (2001)1056
for mixing layer and sudden expansion scenarios concluding1057
that the turbulent eects on lift and virtual mass forces are neg-1058
ligible for these cases. However, in the literature, there are no1059
many investigations showing its influence in other systems. In-1060
deed, when the lateral forces are predominant as in the case of1061
wall-bounded systems we may expect an important influence1062
on the lift and wall interaction turbulent eects. With the solver1063
presented in this work the turbulence eects are considered di-1064
rectly through the instantaneous velocities used to calculate the1065
forces.1066
In the pipe system simulated we follow the path of bubbles1067
of similar diameter (2.7-2.8 mm) and seeded at the inlet in the1068
vicinity of the wall (r/R>0.9). The results are shown in Fig. 26.1069
The figure represents the normalized axial distance against 1070
the normalized distance to wall of the bubble center. The figure 1071
Figure 24: Comparison between experiments and simulations of the probability
density function of the disperse phase velocity at z/D=98.7 and r/R=0. Simula-
tions performed with and without CRW.
on the left side shows the paths followed when CRW is not in- 1072
cluded. In this case, the bubbles studied tend to an equilibrium 1073
position that results mainly from a force balance between lift 1074
and contact bubble-wall. In contrast, when the CRW is used 1075
(right figure), the fluctuation eects are clear. Some bubbles 1076
leave the equilibrium state presumably because of the disper- 1077
sion eects. Furthermore, because of an increase in the number 1078
and kinetic energy of the collisions with the wall, it leaves the 1079
bubble beyond the range of influence of the lift force. This pro- 1080
duces a temporal migration of some bubbles close to the center. 1081
This is more significant as the bubble increase its size with the 1082
height. We can compare the presence of bubbles in the range 1083
of r/R between 0.75 to 0.9 for both cases and the corresponding 1084
void fraction shown before in Fig. 25, noting consistent results. 1085
In addition, we select bubbles from small to large diameters 1086
present in the simulation. The normalized distance is plot- 1087
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Figure 27: Distance to wall along the axial distance.
Figure 25: Disperse phase void fraction at z/D=98.7 for PW05003 comparing
the influence of the turbulence eects with CRW and BPT.
Figure 26: Distance to wall along the axial distance of 5 randomly selected
bubbles of size 2.7 to 2.8 mm and seeded at r/R>0.9 for simulations with and
without the CRW stochastic model. Each symbol represents the distance to wall
of each bubble.
ted against the distance to wall for bubbles of dierent size 1088
(Fig. 27). In the figure, one can appreciate how smaller bub- 1089
bles tend to rise close to the wall. In contrast, bigger bubbles 1090
travel far from the wall in the pipe. As a consequence, they con- 1091
tribute on the void fraction more further from the wall without 1092
this meaning a lateral migration deriving from a negative lift 1093
force coecient. Furthermore, the axial bubble size increase 1094
makes some bubbles more favorable to bounce during their ris- 1095
ing. 1096
Next, we study the behavior of the bubbles in the radial di- 1097
rection. At each time step, we analyze velocity and forces of 1098
bubbles with centroid coordinates at x0, -0.5y0.5 and z50 1099
mm. The radial bubble velocity at the bubble centroid is shown 1100
in Fig.28. 1101
Figure 28: Computational results of radial bubble velocity at the bubble cen-
troid position.
Positive and negative values occur because of the turbulence 1102
eects. Close to the wall it is also produced by the bounces of 1103
the bubbles as they approach to the wall bouncing back to the 1104
main flow. In this region, an accumulation of bubbles with a 1105
velocity near to zero is appreciated because of the bubble-wall1106
interaction.1107
The lateral forces are responsible for the void fraction radial1108
profile and the path of the bubbles. We analyze in Fig. 29 the1109
radial component of lift and wall lubrication force at the bubble1110
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centroid. These results show that the wall lubrication force is1111
negligible, for this case, in comparison to the lift force. Close1112
to the wall positive values of lift force are found as expected,1113
with dierent contributions depending on the bubble size.1114
Negative values of the lift forces are also appreciated al-1115
though only positive values of the lift coecients are given.1116
This is produced by the existence of local velocity gradients in1117
the opposite direction to the average gradient.1118
Figure 29: Computational results of radial component of lift and wall lubrica-
tion forces at the bubble centroid position.
9. Conclusions1119
We developed a new CFD-DEM solver using the1120
OpenFOAM R library. To exclude complex phenomena1121
such as bubble breakup and coalescence, the present study was1122
limited to a specific bubbly flow condition in vertical pipes.1123
Then, the flow dynamics is expected to be governed by the1124
bubble forces and the coupling between phases. Thus, the1125
solver was configured to include these phenomena.1126
The solver includes the coupling between phases, the re-1127
quired interfacial forces, a two-equation turbulence model for1128
two-phase flow and the bubble-bubble and bubble-wall interac-1129
tion with a soft-sphere model. Several contributions were re- 1130
quired, in addition, to develop the presented CFD-DEM solver. 1131
The first consisted of a new subelement method to provide sta- 1132
bility and precision on the exchange of momentum and volume 1133
fraction, basing on equivolumetric divisions of the spheres. 1134
Once the coupling between the phases was performed accu- 1135
rately, we provided a correct inlet condition developing an al- 1136
gorithm to seed the bubbles as in the experiment. The new pro- 1137
posed algorithm allows defining the locations, velocities and 1138
sizes of the bubbles to match any required inhomogeneous bub- 1139
ble size distribution. 1140
Furthermore, the changes in size and volume of the bubbles 1141
produced by the pressure variations were investigated exper- 1142
imentally. A simplified model was integrated in the bubble 1143
tracking through the Young-Laplace equation and the ideal gas 1144
law. The results showed that this model were required to get 1145
accurate result. In addition, a polydisperse and a uniform in- 1146
let case were compared to demonstrate that considering the dy- 1147
namics of the dierent sizes, and bubble expansion of the pop- 1148
ulation led to better results. 1149
With respect to the turbulence modeling, a two-phase flow 1150
-" model was used as the CFD-DEM formulation limits the 1151
grid refinement in the near-wall region. To include the turbu- 1152
lent dispersion, a Continuous Random Walk stochastic model 1153
was used to calculate the instantaneous liquid velocity seen by 1154
every bubble. Bubble pseudoturbulence was considered in the 1155
-" including the eects of the bubble expansion. The instan- 1156
taneous liquid velocity and the probability density function of 1157
the bubble velocity were properly captured using these models 1158
comparing with the experiments. The relevance of the turbulent 1159
eects was clearly shown in the void fraction profile and bubble 1160
paths. Noting that the dispersion was accounted for in this work 1161
without the need of a turbulent dispersion force and any tuning 1162
coecient. 1163
The path of the bubbles was analyzed focusing the attention 1164
to the distance to the wall at dierent axial positions. The bub- 1165
ble dynamics are determined mainly by the lift force interac- 1166
tion, the bubble-wall contact forces and the turbulence eects. 1167
According to the results, when the CRW was used, the bubbles 1168
close to the wall leave the equilibrium position and they travel 1169
through distance far from the wall. The study of the path for 1170
dierent bubble sizes reveals that the small bubbles tend to rise 1171
close to the wall, while bigger bubbles spend more time away 1172
from the wall. Finally, the lift force and wall lubrication force 1173
were shown indicating that the latter had a negligible influence 1174
for this case. 1175
In summary, this work allowed simulating bubbly flow sys- 1176
tems with bubbles represented as discrete elements to analyze 1177
the two-phase flow characteristics in dierent pipes. Let us 1178
note that the proposed solver can be further extended to other 1179
flow regimes including more complex phenomenology as non- 1180
sphericity of bubbles, near-wall modeling, and bubble breakup 1181
or coalescence. This study can be used for a direct comparison 1182
of simulations in pipes with two-fluid model using the same 1183
models as with the CFD-DEM approach. This could be useful 1184
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Appendix A. Mesh sensitivity analysis
In this section, the influence of the mesh density on the re-
sults is examined with three configurations: coarser, medium
and finer. A pipe of 1 m length and 52 mm diameter are used.
The medium mesh corresponds to the same O-grid as the one
used in the whole paper shown previously in Fig. 10. Fig. A.30
shows the configuration of coarser and finer meshes. The pa-
rameters defining the O-grid are indicated in this figure. The
number of cells in the radial, nr, and tangential, nt, direction in
the O-grid are modified to obtain dierent mesh densities. The
grid spacing in the axial direction, na, is uniform and fixed to
1.5 times the maximum bubble diameter to satisfy the grid re-
strictions of the CFD-DEM solver for all three meshes. The first
node close to the wall is placed to a defined distance in order to
keep the nondimensional wall distance, y+, around 11.6
The partition of the bubbles is performed as described in Sec-
tion 4. The simulation with the three meshes were run with the
same value of r obtained from the analysis performed in that
section for the medium mesh. For the coarser and finer meshes
we also verified that the maximum ratio of total volume occu-
pied by the bubbles and volume cell obtained at each time step
was far below 1.
Table A.4 shows the main parameters of the three meshes and
the wall-clock time needed for the simulation.
Table A.4: Flow conditions and studied variables used in this work.
Mesh nr nt na No. of cells Wall-clock time
(s)
Coarser 6 7 166 33864 242532
Medium 8 8 166 53120 323242
Finer 10 9 166 76360 470103
The results of the simulations are shown in Fig. A.31. Car-
rier phase velocity and turbulence intensity are selected to an-
alyze the influence of the mesh density on the carrier phase.
Void fraction is shown to determine its influence on the disperse
phase.
The results show that there are no drastic dierences among
the dierent mesh densities analyzed. Slight dierences are
appreciated at the peak of the void fraction profile comparing
the coarser configuration with the medium and finer ones. For
the carrier phase velocity and turbulence intensity the dier-
ences are appreciated in the radial profile. Medium and coarser
meshes present almost similar results for the three variables. As
the medium configuration takes less computational time, it was
chosen to perform the simulations presented in the paper.
Figure A.30: Cross-section mesh view for coarser (up) and finer (down) con-
figurations.
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 Development of a CFD-DEM solver to model bubbly flow. 
 Implementation of an equivolumetric subelement method. 
 Development of a seeding algorithm in pipes and fluid flow influence investigation. 
 Modeling of bubble expansion with a simplified model. 
 Study of bubble dynamics and lateral forces related with turbulence and bubble size. 
Highlights
